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Executive Summary
Project Background and Objectives
The City of Allen's technology abilities have grown dramatically over the last several
years. The City continues to work toward long-term projects as well as provide
immediate needs. Requests for new applications and improvements to the current
systems are being requested by the various departments.
In response, the City has formed a Technology Committee from various service areas to
develop a technology master plan. The Technology Committee has responsibility for
evaluating the City's current technology status as well as the strategic technology
direction to ensure that investments made will support the City in the future.
Exhibit 1.1

In April 2006, the Technology Committee
hired eGov Consulting Services as its
consultant to assist it with the development of
a 5-Year City Information Technology
Strategic Plan. To the best extent possible,
the Plan capitalizes on and compliments
current systems. It also provides guidelines
for proceeding with the implementation of
new systems.
As part of this project, the objectives were to:


Assess the City's technology environment



Identify areas or processes within the City that could benefit from technology-based
solutions and would improve overall operational efficiency and responsiveness to
citizens



Recommend next steps in the areas of digital government, wireless applications
(including remote access), office automation, and user support and training



Provide a plan that documents the City's vision for information technologies, and
present short and long term strategies directing the City towards its goal



Provide an implementation plan that outlines the means and priorities by which
strategies and programs can be implemented.

General recommendations have to be provided early, where possible, so they can be
included in the budgeting process for the upcoming fiscal year.
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Plan Description
The 5-Year Information Technology Strategic Plan for the City of Allen identifies ways to
correct present deficiencies, expand services and provide a foundation for future
developments, including exploiting new computer and communications development.
The Plan addresses how information technology will support the City's delivery of
effective services to City citizens, officials and staff while maintaining an economical
and effective information technology function.
The Plan provides for the following:


Summary findings from the survey and interviews



Summary findings from examination of the current technology environment



System risk assessment



Information technology direction



Project/investment priorities



Operations and administrative recommendations



Five year expense analysis.

Management Goals
The development of a 5-Year Information Technology Strategic Plan ties directly into
two of the City's strategic goals, specifically:


Goal 5: Systematically invest in public infrastructure, and



Goal 6: Achieve operational excellence in City government services.

The Plan is designed to identify opportunities for public technology infrastructure
investment within the context of the City government; in addition, the Plan will address
areas in which the City government can perform more effectively and efficiently through
the use of technology.
In addition to the above goals, City management has outlined goals which when taken
within the context of the balanced scorecard model shown below pointed to the
following specific customer goals:


Improved level of service to customers, both citizens and COA staff



Improved customer satisfaction with services.
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Exhibit 1.2 - IT Balance Scorecard

Challenges Faced by the IT Department
The growth of the City and the City's staff has placed a tremendous strain on the City's
IT infrastructure and the IT Department supporting that infrastructure. While supporting
the user community, the IT Department has undertaken a significant upgrading of
network connectivity to many facilities in the City. In addition, the IT Department has
supported deployments of and conversions to a variety of secondary systems in the last
few years purchased to meet information technology gaps in their ability to service the
community that the departments have determined cannot be met by the HTE system.
Each additional system deployed independent of the HTE system has magnified
support demands on the IT Department. Each system requires
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Support for Initial Deployment: installation, conversion and testing
Ongoing Support: help desk support, upgrade support, server and database
maintenance

In addition to its day-to-day responsibilities, the IT Department has undertaken the
many projects over the last few years in order to keep the infrastructure as current as
possible and support both users and the community's needs. These include those
identified below (exhibit 1.3).








2003-2004
Exchange Server
Conversion
Upgrade all servers
and desktops to
Win2000 Pro and
Office 2000 Pro
IBM Major OS
Upgrade 5.1
New Allen Library
Cabling Design
Conduit installed to all
facilities on east side
for fiber connectivity
Private fiber network
brought online with
new Cisco gear
















2004-2005
Upgrade meter reading
software from ITRON to
Meter Pro
Redesigned structured
cabling for remodeled
Police Department
Senior Center Net project
started
New Central Fire
Department design for
structured cabling
Conduit path from City hall
to Central Fire for copper
and fiber connectivity
HTE application upgrade
3.0
Designed structured
cabling for Edge Youth
Park; brought park online
to the network via T1
Installed Selectron IVR for
Building Inspections
Configured Library with
two separate networks,
one for patrons and one for
employees; VoIP installed
Designed structured
cabling for remodeling of
old Library
Converted Municipal Court
to PCSS software
Designed structured
cabling for the New Senior
Center













2005-2006
The Senior Center was
brought onto the City
network via T1; new
equipment was
configured for it
Chase Oaks Golf
Course structured
cabling redesigned;
configured all server
and desktop equipment
for them
Upgraded Chase Oaks
to The Golf System
course management
software
Installed and facilitated
training for new Human
Resources module
within HTE
Moved various
departments to new
locations after the
remodel of the old
Library was complete;
IT moved completely
out of the old Central
Fire Station
WUS server was
configured;
implemented automatic
updates to all network
computers
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Summary of Findings and Conclusions
The City has done an excellent job of providing effective and efficient City government
services. As the City has grown and its systems have aged, however, there has been
increasing pressure on the City staff to maintain the quality services expected by the
citizens of Allen. To meet this challenge, the City has made technology investments in
application systems.
The productivity achieved by this method is diminishing, however. This is due largely to
non-integrated systems that force the City staff to continue to rely on paper, and to
duplicate data enter in multiple, separate databases.
The City has also done an excellent job of systematically investing in public
infrastructure. One area however that requires attention is the city’s ability to easily
recover network connectivity in the event of a catastrophic failure at City Hall.
The information below summarizes the key findings and conclusions that are discussed
in detail in this Plan (exhibit 1.4).
Area

Finding(s)

Conclusion(s)

Application Systems





Overall
Application
Architecture

Public Safety
Applications



Centralized Mainframe
AS/400 Architecture for the
core municipal applications



Although the mainframe
architecture is simpler to
manage, it is also less flexible to
develop new user applications.



Distributed non-integrated
applications throughout the
City.



Forces users to re-enter
information into multiple systems.



There is no redundancy in
core database



A failure of this database will
cause a long recovery cycle.



Application design
necessitates all
transactions to
communicate over the
Wide Area Network to gain
access to the central
database.



Network traffic needs to be
monitored closely to identify
periods of peak usage that may
inhibit performance.



CAD Address Geobase is
not always synchronized
with the accurate
addresses.



Need to integrate the CAD
address database to an accurate
single address system such as
GIS.
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Area

Finding(s)

Conclusion(s)



Criminal History data could
traverse over the non
secure COA network when
NCIC records are
incorporated into the RMS
database



The police network needs to be
secured and isolated from the
COA general network.



Police users require direct
access to the Courts
system but the Courts’
system design does not
allow direct access by
Police staff.



Incorporate the Court System
within the Police Domain.



Planning
Systems



GIS is very well maintained
by the Planning staff to
include key County data
into an integrated
database.



GIS should be opened up to
other City applications and users.



Community
Services



Business applications
provide very limited
functional support to the
department.



Consider expanded work order,
inventory management, and call
management systems for the
department.

End-User Systems
PC Replacements
and Operating
System Migration

Policies of building own PCs
and slow upgrade of operating
systems has impacted the City:
 Users complaining of slow
machines
 Resources directed at low
value activities
 Operating system dictated
by the lowest common
denominator

Replacement plan needs to be
detailed factoring in
 Replacement funds
 Migration to the most stable,
supported Microsoft operating
system
 Stability of the network
 Minimal risk/exposure from
bleeding edge Microsoft software
while maximizing efficiencies
achieved from new operating
systems





Network Systems



Network
Architecture

Network provides citywide
ubiquitous access to all
users.

Lack of network segmentation
between Police and the rest of
the City could be a security
vulnerability to police data.
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Area

Finding(s)

Conclusion(s)



Network
Architecture
(continued)



Network has a “daisychain” design with all
routing centralized at a
router in the Police
Department.



The centralized routing and daisy
chain design could cause
connection problem to
downstream devices at the
intermediate switch nodes.



Network
Management



There are no network
systems management tools
Heterogeneous vendor
switching equipment



Difficult environment to ascertain
faults and determine potential
problem areas.



Waymark ISP has had
service level performance
problems.



Alternate ISP’s should be
researched that guarantee
service level and access to
network support 24X7.



As of January 2009
Motorola will no longer
provide maintenance
Public Safety may be
migrating to the 700 MHz
radio that can only be used
by Public Safety.



The City will continue to contract
with the City of Plano to obtain
their Voice Radio support.
However, the city may want to
consider the use of private data
wireless or commercial carriers.

A variety of wireless
systems are used to
support direct telemetry
and operational systems.



These systems are vertically
integrated to manage a specific
function and are thus specifically
designed by the integrating
vendor. Any future changes to
these systems should be
considered within the context of
the integrating vendor. The City
should not assume responsibility
for any of the integrating
components (i.e. Wiring, Wireless
connectivity etc.) in order to
ensure proper subsystem
functionality and prevent fingerpointing between vendors




Internet

Wireless Systems



800 MHz Radio





Subsystems
Wireless
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Area

Finding(s)

Conclusion(s)

Telephone System



Architecture



Although the system
architecture is dated to
1995 many of the
components have been
upgraded to accommodate
newer technologies.



Continue to utilize the system.



System
Maintenance



There is limited staffing and
nearly no training in
supporting the telephone
system.



No ability to obtain system
statistics in order to determine
Line utilization and methods to
improve call management at high
traffic locations.
Consider an extended service
contract and extensive systems
administration training to one of
the IT Staff.





IP Telephony




IP Telephony is used at the
Library.
The Avaya Definity PBX
has been upgraded to
receive telephone calls
over the data network.



The Definity could be expanded
to incorporate other City facilities.
However, the replacement of the
data network switches will have
to be verified with Avaya to
confirm that they meet their
functional requirements.

Space may be limited if
additional computing and
communications equipment
is added.
City Hall uses the
basement as an additional
wiring closet.



Additional space should be
allocated to the City Hall
computing facilties.



The backup site and recovery
plan need to be updated and
much more analyzed for multiple
contingencies.

Computing Rooms



City Hall Data
Center





Backup Center and Contingency Recovery



Backup Site



The Joe Farmer Recreation
Center is being considered
as the backup recovery
site.
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Area

Finding(s)

Conclusion(s)

End Users



Support/Service
Desk

Significant dissatisfaction with
certain user groups due to
 Systems lack of user
friendliness
 Poor online help and no
useable documentation
 Inadequate training.







Additional, specialized application
user support is required.
Users must have training, help
needed to fully utilize systems as
much as possible.
Job aids must be provided to
users for regular tasks that are
not used frequently enough to be
memorized.
Support needs will continue to
increase as departments put in
their own, unique, non-integrated
solutions to provide quality
customer service unsupported by
HTE system.



Remote Access

Significant dissatisfaction with
nearly all user groups with lack
of remote email, large file
sharing capability, and remote
application access.

The City can achieve higher levels of
efficiency and improved staff morale
by providing some capability to
retrieve email remotely and share
large files in the short term.



Large File
Transfer

Need throughout the City to
transfer large megabyte files
outside the City.

Large Files (Greater than 10 MB) can
be transferred through the FTP
protocol.



End-User
Applications

Users are requiring additional
applications; these include
Publisher, Visio, and Adobe
Acrobat.

The Publisher and Visio are useful
graphical applications that are
needed by limited staff. However,
Adobe Acrobat can serve as a
Citywide document management and
integration tool.



HTE System

Significant dissatisfaction with
all user groups except Finance.
Most user groups are
examining or have
implemented alternative
methods to provide maximum
customer service, including:
 Duplicate entry
 Abandoning HTE
 Doing no data collection at
all.

In its current form, the HTE system is
viewed as no longer supporting the
majority of the users. In reviewing
work processes, this appears to have
widespread validity.
User groups are implementing
alternative systems; however, this is
being done without IT being part of
the selection process.
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Area

Finding(s)

HTE System
(continued)

In general, groups recognize
the problems associated with
the above alternatives, but
believe that they have no other
choice at this time to
accomplish their mission.

Conclusion(s)
Consequently, systems are being
selected without regard for
downstream effect or ability to
integrate with other City systems.

City IT Service Management
Operations

Support

Optimization

There are no adequate system
administration tools available to
the IT staff.

The lack of these tools does not allow
the IT staff to adequately manage
system elements, identify faults, or
identify trends for any proactive
resolution.

Operational procedures are
weak

The lack of operational procedures
does not allow staff to quickly
address issues such as security
breaches, network faults, or system
recovery during cutovers.

Service desk tools do not
provide quick ways to diagnose
and resolve trouble calls.

The lack of integrated service desk
tools does not allow the IT staff to
perform any proactive
troubleshooting.

Level of IT support staffing
appears to be adequate for the
level of service and the number
of support calls logged.

Maintain the level of trouble response
staffing.

Service continuity planning is
not being adequately updated.

The lack of an updated and
rehearsed continuity plan could leave
the City with inadequate action plans.

No mirrored servers are
available for critical
applications.

The City could be exposed to an
extended recovery period in the
event of a major server system
failure.

Police IT Service Management
Operations

There are no adequate system
administration tools available to
the PD IT staff.

The lack of these tools does not allow
the IT staff to adequately manage
system elements, identify faults, or
identify trends for any proactive
resolution.
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Area

Finding(s)

Conclusion(s)

Operations
(continued)

Operational procedures are
weak

The lack of operational procedures
does not allow staff to quickly
address issues such as security
breaches, network faults, or system
recovery during cutovers.

Support

No service desk management
performed.

The lack of integrated service desk
tools and trouble logging does not
allow the PD IT staff to perform any
problem analysis nor any ability to
determine the adequacy of support
staffing or level of service provided.

Optimization

No service continuity plan

The lack of an adequate plan leaves
the department highly exposed to its
ability to orchestrate an adequate
recovery from any systems failure.

No mirrored servers are
available for critical
applications.

The department could be exposed to
an extended recovery period in the
event of a major server system
failure.

No backup and documented
restoration process of mission
critical data is in place.

Without a well documented
restoration process the system
backups will prove inadequate for a
rapid recovery of a system failure.
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Summary of Recommendations
The recommendations below have been developed based on the findings and
conclusions covered previously in this Plan (exhibit 1.5).
Recommendation

Description

IT Service Management
Infrastructure, Network and Security
Municipal Data Center
Project Cost: $588,000
Budget Year(s): 06/07-07/08

Remote Locations

Address IT Service Management concerns:
consolidate the Telecomm Demarcation Point,
upgrade Data Center Room, upgrade switches
with end to end Network Mgmt Software, provide
expanded storage capabilities, remote access,
email capabilities.
Provide for upgraded and manageable network
switches at remote locations.

Project Cost: $49,000
Budget Year(s): 07/08

Police Computer Room
Project Cost: $203,000
Budget Year(s): 06/07-07/08

Network Upgrade
Project Cost: $358,000
Budget Year(s): 06/07-08/09

Upgrade the police computer room and network
switches, as well as provide for redundant
database storage for mission critical servers.
Provide for replacement of the T-1 circuits to Fire
Station #4, Youth Park, Stacy Road Pump Station,
Golf Course, Senior Center, and Skate Park with
high capacity wireless. Isolate the Remote Public
Safety related sites from the City Network through
high capacity wireless links. Eliminate daisy chain
network to home run network using spare fiber.
Provide new T-1 access to the existing Police Mall
substation and future Mall substation. Provide for
easily configurable backup recovery network at all
sites with wireless broadband network.
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Recommendation
IT Technical Training

Description
Provide
training
in
Microsoft
administration and network support.

systems

Annual Cost: $6,000
Budget Year(s): Starting 07/08

End User Systems
Implement systematic
replacement of PCs to cycle
unsupportable equipment.

Covered in Replenishment Cycle.
Already in budget.

Project Cost:

Expand the PC Replacement
Plan in Year 1 to include all
systems not capable of
supporting Windows XP.

This expands Year 1 PC replacement from 25% to
29%. This will also replace of all the slow,
underperforming PCs in the Library. The estimate
is based on 4% of 362 PCs @ $1200 each.

Project Cost: $16,800
Budget Year(s): 07/08

Upgrade all COA PCs to
Windows XP
Project Cost: $51,400
Budget Year(s): 07/08

Train Users on Desktop
Applications

This will upgrade all PCs not replaced in Year 1 to
from Win2K to Windows XP (minus the one
already running XP). The estimate is based on
71% of 362 PCs @ $200 per PC.
Provide Training to users on MS Office and other
desktop applications.

Project Cost: $108,600
Budget Year(s): 08/09

Upgrade Municipal Applications
Finance/Purchasing/Payroll
Project Cost: $254,950
Budget Year(s): 07/08–08/09

Upgrade HTE to graphical interface, provide
needed
interfaces
and
integrate
Land
Management to GIS.
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Recommendation
Human Resource/
Timekeeping/ Risk Mgmt.

Description
New integrated WEB services based custom
developed Human Resource application.

Project Cost: $152,459
Budget Year(s): 08/09

Agenda Mgmt. Software

Integrated
package
management.

for

agenda,

minutes

Project Cost: $32,000
Budget Year(s): 07/08

Library Wireless Pilot

Pilot of wireless in the Library.

Project Cost: $5,000
Budget Year(s): 07/08

Replace Municipal Applications (Completion after the end of this Five Year Plan)
Citywide Municipal Applications
Finance/Purchasing

New integrated WEB services based municipal
application suite.

Project Cost: $633,975
Budget Year(s): 11/12–13/14

Human Resource/ Payroll/
Timekeeping/Risk Mgmt.

New integrated WEB services based municipal
application suite.

Project Cost: $172,051
Budget Year(s): 11/12–13/14

Departmental Municipal Applications
Planning, Zoning & Building
Project Cost: $154,943
Budget Year(s): 11/12–13/14

Permit Mgmt, Inspection Coordination, Mgmt of
Planning, Apps and Related Dev Activities, Mgmt
of Code Enforcement and Compliance Activities,
Property Data Mgmt, Mgmt of Business &
Occupational Licensing, Document Mgmt, Report
Writing, Web & Online Access, and IVR interface.
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Recommendation
PZB Mobile Computing

Description
Software and Mobile Hardware for Inspectors and
Code Enforcement.

Project Cost: $78,000
Budget Year(s): 11/12 – 13/14

Community Services

Storm Drains, Sewer, Signals, Solid Waste.

Project Cost: $85,849
Budget Year(s): 11/12–13/14

Document Management
Distributed Document
Management

Implement Intranet search engine against files
developed by integrated EDMS in the Municipal
Applications.

Project Cost: $5,000
Budget Year(s): 08/09

Public Safety Applications
Computer Aided Dispatch
Upgrade

Replace the ICS CAD System.

Project Cost: $395,670
Budget Year(s): 07/08–08/09

Records Management
System Upgrade

Replace the ICS Records System.

Project Cost: $598,102
Budget Year(s): 08/09–09/10

Fire Records Management
System

Intermedix will provide EMS Records. Project Cost:
Included in Intermedix fees.

Mobile Computing

Notebook computers, Mounts, Wireless modem,
car wiring Field Reporting software and Digital
Dispatch software for 40 vehicles.

Project Cost: $320,000
Budget Year(s): 08/09–09/10
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Recommendation

Description
Imaging capability for Courts records into PCSS.

Imaging for Courts
Project Cost: $25,400
Budget Year(s): 07/08

Investment Summary
The total estimated cost of upgrading the City’s IT systems from FY2006/2007 –
FY2011/2012 is $6.57 million. This figure includes both capital and recurring
expenditures for all hardware, software and staffing.
The annualized summary is shown below (exhibit 1.6).
Total Capital and Recurring Expenditures by Year

$1,800,000
Recurring
Capital

$1,600,000
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Schedule for Deployment
The FY2006/2007 – FY2011/2012 schedule
recommendations is illustrated below (exhibit 1.7).

Upgrade Municipal
Applications

for

deployment

of

the

above

Replace Municipal
Applications

Public Safety
City Operations
IT Service
Management

City Services

Document
Management

’06-07

’07-08

’08-09

’09-10

’10-11

’11-12

’12-13

’13-14

’14-15

’15-16

’16-17

Year
Scope of the 5 Year
IT Strategic Plan
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